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Electromagnetics, Microwave Circuit and Antenna Design for
Communications Engineering Springer Science & Business Media
Engineering ElectromagneticsSpringer Science & Business Media
Handbook of Advanced Nondestructive Evaluation WIT Press
Magnetic Materials and 3D Finite Element Modeling explores material
characterization and finite element modeling (FEM) applications. This
book relates to electromagnetic analysis based on Maxwell’s equations
and application of the finite element (FE) method to low frequency
devices. A great source for senior undergraduate and graduate students
in electromagnetics, it also supports industry professionals working in
magnetics, electromagnetics, ferromagnetic materials science and
electrical engineering. The authors present current concepts on
ferromagnetic material characterizations and losses. They provide
introductory material; highlight basic electromagnetics, present
experimental and numerical modeling related to losses and focus on
FEM applied to 3D applications. They also explain various
formulations, and discuss numerical codes. • Furnishes algorithms in
computational language • Summarizes concepts related to the FE
method • Uses classical algebra to present the method, making it easily
accessible to engineers Written in an easy-to-understand tutorial
format, the text begins with a short presentation of Maxwell’s
equations, discusses the generation mechanism of iron losses, and
introduces their static and dynamic components. It then demonstrates
simplified models for the hysteresis phenomena under alternating
magnetic fields. The book also focuses on the Preisach and
Jiles–Atherton models, discusses vector hysterisis modeling, introduces
the FE technique, and presents nodal and edge elements applied to 3D
FE formulation connected to the hysteretic phenomena. The book
discusses the concept of source-field for magnetostatic cases,
magnetodynamic fields, eddy currents, and anisotropy. It also explores
the need for more sophisticated coding, and presents techniques for
solving linear systems generated by the FE cases while considering
advantages and drawbacks.
Principles Of Electromagnetics, 4Th Edition,
International Version Institution of Engineering
and Technology
Sensors and actuators are used daily in countless
applications to ensure more accurate and reliable
workflows and safer environments. Many students and
young engineers with engineering and science
backgrounds often come prepared with circuits and
programming skills but have little knowledge of
sensors and sensing strategies and their
interfacing.

Engineering Electromagnetics CRC Press
This book reviews the current state of all types of
electromagnetic testing techniques and considers the
implications of innovations for future inspection practice both

in Europe and Japan.This volume provides researchers with an
overview of exchanges on the subjects of ACPD and ACFM
from both Japanese and continental perspectives. For instance:
the Japanese project of applied electromagnetic theory to
inspect nuclear power plants and the theory of signal inversion
for flaw identification. Topics covered are: - Inversion, imaging
and flaw reconstruction - Advanced signal processing -
Artificial intelligence and neural networks - Modelling,
simulation and benchmark problems - Reliability of inspections,
new techniques and novel sensors - Automation of data
acquisition and processing The work covers a wide range of
disciplines and will therefore serve a large number of
researchers of electromagnetic theory for the next millenium.
Studyguide for Engineering Electromagnetics by Ida, Nathan Springer
Science & Business Media
The 1988 Nobel Prize winner establishes the subject's mathematical
background, reviews the principles of electrostatics, then introduces
Einstein's special theory of relativity and applies it to topics throughout
the book.
Numerical Modeling for Electromagnetic Non-Destructive Evaluation
John Wiley & Sons
This text on numerical methods applied to the analysis of electromagnetic
nondestructive testing (NOT) phenomena is the first in a series devoted to
all aspects of engineering nondestructive evaluation. The timing of this
series is most appropriate as many university engineering/physics faculties
around the world, recognizing the industrial significance of the subject, are
organizing new courses and programs with engineering NOE as a theme.
Additional texts in the series will cover electromagnetics for engineering
NOE, microwave NOT methods, ultrasonic testing, radiographic
methods and signal processing for NOE. It is the intended purpose of the
series to provide senior-graduate level coverage of the material suitable for
university curricula and to be generally useful to those in industry with
engineering degrees who wish to upgrade their NOE skills beyond those
needed for certification. This dual purpose for the series reflects the very
applied nature of NOE and the need to develop suitable texts capable of
bridging the gap between research laboratory studies of NOE phenomena
and the real world of certification and industrial applications. The reader
might be tempted to question these assertions in light of the rather
mathematical nature of this first text. However, the subject of numerical
modeling is of critical importance to a thorough understanding of the field-
defect interactions at the heart of all electromagnetic NOT phenomena.
Engineering Electromagnetics Springer
Shelving Guide: Electrical Engineering Since the 1980s more than 100
books on the finite element method have been published, making this
numerical method the most popular. The features of the finite element
method gained worldwide popularity due to its flexibility for simulating
not only any kind of physical phenomenon described by a set of
differential equations, but also for the possibility of simulating non-
linearity and time-dependent studies. Although a number of high-quality
books cover all subjects in engineering problems, none of them seem to
make this method simpler and easier to understand. This book was written
with the goal of simplifying the mathematics of the finite element method
for electromagnetic students and professionals relying on the finite
element method for solving design problems. Filling a gap in existing
literature that often uses complex mathematical formulas,
Electromagnetics through the Finite Element Method presents a new
mathematical approach based on only direct integration of Maxwell’s
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equation. This book makes an original, scholarly contribution to our
current understanding of this important numerical method.
Electricity and Magnetism Artech House
The evaluation of electromagnetic field coupling to transmission
lines is an important problem in electromagnetic compatibility.
Traditionally, use is made of the TL approximation which applies to
uniform transmission lines with electrically small cross-sectional
dimensions, where the dominant mode of propagation is TEM.
Antenna-mode currents and higher-order modes appearing at
higher frequencies are neglected in TL theory. The use of the TL
approximation has permitted to solve a large range of problems (e.g.
lightning and EMP interaction with power lines). However, the
continual increase in operating frequency of products and higher
frequency sources of disturbances (such as UWB systems) makes
that the TL basic assumptions are no longer acceptable for a certain
number of applications. In the last decade or so, the generalization of
classical TL theory to take into account high frequency effects has
emerged as an important topic of study in electromagnetic
compatibility. This effort resulted in the elaboration of the so-called
'generlized' or 'full-wave' TL theory, which incorporates high
frequency radiation effects, while keeping the relative simplicity of
TL equations. This book is organized in two main parts. Part I
presents consolidated knowledge of classical transmission line theory
and different field-to-transmission line coupling models. Part II
presents different approaches developed to generalize TL Theory.
Magnetic Materials and 3D Finite Element Modeling Engineering
Electromagnetics
This volume provides a discussion of the challenges and perspectives
of electromagnetics and network theory and their microwave
applications in all aspects. It collects the most interesting
contribution of the symposium dedicated to Professor Peter Russer
held in October 2009 in Munich.
Engineering Electromagnetics Springer Science & Business Media
This text provides a good theoretical understanding of the electromagnetic
field equations while also treating a large number of applications. In fact,
no topic is presented unless it is directly applicable to engineering design
or unless it is needed for the understanding of another topic. Electric
motors and transformers are used to demonstrate the ideas of magnetic
forces and torques and of induction; the applications discussed include
the new super-efficient electric drives, linear induction motors, and
implantable transformers to power life-sustaining devices. The discussion
of wave-propagation phenomena includes applications of new materials
to aerospace systems, such as the so-called stealth materials, as well as the
use of electromagnetic weaves for materials processing, such as grain
drying with microwaves, microwave detection of explosives, and remote
sensing of the earth and its resources.
Handbook of Nondestructive Evaluation 4.0 Springer
Reviews the fundamental concepts behind the theory and computation of
electromagnetic fields The book is divided in two parts. The first part
covers both fundamental theories (such as vector analysis, Maxwell’s
equations, boundary condition, and transmission line theory) and
advanced topics (such as wave transformation, addition theorems, and
fields in layered media) in order to benefit students at all levels. The
second part of the book covers the major computational methods for
numerical analysis of electromagnetic fields for engineering applications.
These methods include the three fundamental approaches for numerical
analysis of electromagnetic fields: the finite difference method (the finite
difference time-domain method in particular), the finite element method,
and the integral equation-based moment method. The second part also
examines fast algorithms for solving integral equations and hybrid
techniques that combine different numerical methods to seek more
efficient solutions of complicated electromagnetic problems. Theory and
Computation of Electromagnetic Fields, Second Edition: Provides the
foundation necessary for graduate students to learn and understand more

advanced topics Discusses electromagnetic analysis in rectangular,
cylindrical and spherical coordinates Covers computational
electromagnetics in both frequency and time domains Includes new and
updated homework problems and examples Theory and Computation of
Electromagnetic Fields, Second Edition is written for advanced
undergraduate and graduate level electrical engineering students. This
book can also be used as a reference for professional engineers interested in
learning about analysis and computation skills.
Electromagnetics and Calculation of Fields Cambridge University
Press
This handbook comprehensively covers the cutting-edge trends and
techniques essential for the integration of nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) into the changing face of the modern industrial landscape. In
particular, it delves into the marriage of NDE with new techniques in
e.g. data mining, cloud computing and autonomous operation,
highlighting the potential for cyber-physical controlled production
and discussing the myriad possible applications across many
different industries. The Handbook of NDE 4.0 centers around the
Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 – the next generation of
industrial production encompassing all aspects of networking across
all industrial areas. It discusses the adaptation of existing NDE
techniques to emerging new technological areas, such as 3D printing,
via the introduction of cyber systems into the inspection and
maintenance processes. In addition, the handbook covers topics
such as the management and processing of big data with respect to
real-time monitoring of structural integrity and reliable inspection of
individual components. Remote NDE to include competence not
available on-site will be a potential technique to increase reliability of
NDE inspections by integrating additional specialist inputs into the
decision process by methods such as telepresence, thereby better
leveraging the scarce resources of senior inspectors into industrial
inspections at multiple sites. The handbook houses a wealth of
essential information to help academics, industry professionals and
entrepreneurs navigate through this burgeoning new field. The
material in this handbook is presented with the intention of
ultimately improving human safety through reliable inspections and
dependable maintenance of critical infrastructure, while also
enhancing business value through reduced downtime, affordable
maintenance, and talent optimization.
Electromagnetic Field Theory and Transmission Lines Springer Science &
Business Media
An accessible introduction to all important aspects of electric machines,
covering dc, induction, and synchronous machines. Also addresses
modern techniques of control, power electronics, and applications.
Exposition builds from first principles, making this book accessible to a
wide audience. Contains a large number of problems and worked
examples.
Academic Internet Pub Incorporated
Balanis’ second edition of Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics – a
global best-seller for over 20 years – covers the advanced knowledge
engineers involved in electromagnetic need to know, particularly as the
topic relates to the fast-moving, continually evolving, and rapidly
expanding field of wireless communications. The immense interest in
wireless communications and the expected increase in wireless
communications systems projects (antenna, microwave and wireless
communication) points to an increase in the number of engineers needed
to specialize in this field. In addition, the Instructor Book Companion Site
contains a rich collection of multimedia resources for use with this text.
Resources include: Ready-made lecture notes in Power Point format for
all the chapters. Forty-nine MATLAB� programs to compute, plot and
animate some of the wave phenomena Nearly 600 end-of-chapter
problems, that's an average of 40 problems per chapter (200 new
problems; 50% more than in the first edition) A thoroughly updated
Solutions Manual 2500 slides for Instructors are included.
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Electromagnetics Springer Science & Business Media
Introduction to Optics is now available in a re-issued edition from Cambridge
University Press. Designed to offer a comprehensive and engaging introduction
to intermediate and upper level undergraduate physics and engineering students,
this text also allows instructors to select specialized content to suit individual
curricular needs and goals. Specific features of the text, in terms of coverage
beyond traditional areas, include extensive use of matrices in dealing with ray
tracing, polarization, and multiple thin-film interference; three chapters devoted
to lasers; a separate chapter on the optics of the eye; and individual chapters on
holography, coherence, fiber optics, interferometry, Fourier optics, nonlinear
optics, and Fresnel equations.
Electromagnetics and Network Theory and their Microwave Technology
Applications Cram101
This introductory text provides coverage of both static and dynamic fields.
There are references to computer visualisation (Mathcad) and computation
throughout the text, and there are Mathcad electronic books available free on
the Internet to help students visualise electromagnetic fields. Important
equations are highlighted in the text, and there are examples and problems
throughout, with answers to the problems at the back of the book.
Theory and Computation of Electromagnetic Fields Cambridge University Press
For 50 years, Edward M. Purcell's classic textbook has introduced students to
the world of electricity and magnetism. The third edition has been brought up to
date and is now in SI units. It features hundreds of new examples, problems, and
figures, and contains discussions of real-life applications. The textbook covers all
the standard introductory topics, such as electrostatics, magnetism, circuits,
electromagnetic waves, and electric and magnetic fields in matter. Taking a
nontraditional approach, magnetism is derived as a relativistic effect.
Mathematical concepts are introduced in parallel with the physics topics at
hand, making the motivations clear. Macroscopic phenomena are derived
rigorously from the underlying microscopic physics. With worked examples,
hundreds of illustrations, and nearly 600 end-of-chapter problems and exercises,
this textbook is ideal for electricity and magnetism courses. Solutions to the
exercises are available for instructors at www.cambridge.org/Purcell-Morin.
Impedance Boundary Conditions In Electromagnetics Springer Science &
Business Media
Electromagnetic scattering from complex objects has been an area of in-depth
research for many years. A variety of solution methodologies have been
developed and utilised for the solution of ever increasingly complex problems.
Among these methodologies, the subject of impedance boundary conditions has
interested the authors for some time. In short, impedance boundary conditions
allow one to replace a complex structure with an appropriate impedance
relationship between the electric and magnetic fields on the surface of the object.
This simplifies the solution of the problem considerably, allowing one to ignore
the complexity of the internal structure beneath the surface. This book examines
impedance boundary conditions in electromagnetics. The introductory chapter
provides a presentation of the role of the impedance boundary conditions in
solving practical electromagnetic problems and some historical background.
One of the main objectives of this book is to present a unified and thorough
discussion of this important subject. A method based on a spectral domain
approach is presented to derive the Higher Order Impedance Boundary
Conditions (HOIBC). The method includes all of the existing approximate
boundary conditions, such as the Standard Impedence Boundary Condition,
the Tensor Impedence Boundary Condition and the Generalised Impedance
Boundary Conditions, as special cases. The special domain approach is
applicable to complex coatings and surface treatments as well as simple dielectric
coatings. The spectral domain approach is employed to determine the
appropriate boundary conditions for planar dielectric coatings, chiral coatings
and corregated conductors. The accuracy of the proposal boundary conditions
is discussed. The approach is then extended to include the effects of curvature
and is applied to curved dielectric and chiral coatings. Numerical data is
presented to critically assess the accuracy of the results obtained using various
forms of the impedence boundary conditions. A number of appendices that
provide more detail on some of the topics addressed in the main body of the
book and a selective list of references directly related to the topics addressed in
this book are also included.
Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics CRC Press
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780387201566 .
Principles of Electric Machines and Power Electronics Springer

This text provides students with the missing link that can help them master the
basic principles of electromagnetics. The concept of vector fields is introduced by
starting with clear definitions of position, distance, and base vectors. The
symmetries of typical configurations are discussed in detail, including cylindrical,
spherical, translational, and two-fold rotational symmetries. To avoid serious
confusion between symbols with two indices, the text adopts a new notation: a
letter with subscript 1-2 for the work done in moving a unit charge from point 2
to point 1, in which the subscript 1-2 mimics the difference in potentials, while
the hyphen implies a sense of backward direction, from 2 to 1. This text includes
300 figures in which real data are drawn to scale. Many figures provide a three-
dimensional view. Each subsection includes a number of examples that are
solved by examining rigorous approaches in steps. Each subsection ends with
straightforward exercises and answers through which students can check if they
correctly understood the concepts. A total 350 examples and exercises are
provided. At the end of each section, review questions are inserted to point out
key concepts and relations discussed in the section. They are given with hints
referring to the related equations and figures. The book contains a total of 280
end-of-chapter problems.
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